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Prerequisite
1. Create a user “demo” in SQL server to be used with SQL server authentication method.
2. The user “demo” is given sufficient privilege to manipulate McDonald database.
3. The SQL server has TCP/IP communication enabled at port 14330 on the SQL server machine.
a. In my setup, the virtual machine uses NAT networking, and therefore I need to setup NAT port
forwarding to forward the appropriate port of SQL server to the localhost.
4. You have setup relationships between tables in SQL server!
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A. Start a new project and prepare for database connection.


File  New Project  Choose “Windows Form Application” and give it any name you like.



Data  Add New Data Source  Database  Next  Dataset  Next  New Connection
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Change data source to “Microsoft SQL Server (SqlClient)”  Specify appropriate SQL Server name &
port number (i.e. localhost, 14330)  Specify appropriate authentication method, username,
password, and database name. You may optionally use “Test Connection” to make sure the
information you specified is correct.  OK
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The process in the previous creates a “Connection String”, which needs to be stored in order to be
used by the application we are building. We are given the option to save username & password in the
connection string. You can imagine the saved username & password can be a security risk. But we are
going to save it anyway for convenience.  Next.



Choose the needed database tables in your application. (We choose all tables here.)  Finish
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Then we are finished preparing database connections for the application. Note the DataSet name is
“McDonaldDataSet”. You may find your configured DataSet in McDonaldDataSet.xsd in the Solution
Explorer.



In this example, we are going to use “Tab Control” to implement multiple functions. In the “Toolbox”,
find “Tab Control” under “Containers” category. Double click on it to have one tab control over your
form, and resize it to fit your form.
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Change the property “dock” to “Fill”



Now we are ready to build different functionalities into our application with multiple tabs for
implementing different functions.
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B. CRUD on product categories.


Click on the first tab, and then click inside the tab area. Find the property “Text” and change its value
to “Categories”.



Now, in the “Toolbox’, find “DataGridView” control under “Data” and double click on it to put it on the
form. Then, choose Other Data Sources  McDonaldDataSet  ProductType as our data source.
Enable “Adding”, “Editing”, and “Deleting”.
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Run the application, and it should look like:



You are able to add / delete / edit categories of products using this tab in the application. But, the
results will not be saved automatically back into database yet.
To make it easier to navigate through many records, we would like to add a navigator bar. To do so,
add a “Binding Navigation” control onto the form. Set the property “Binding source” to be
“ProductTypeBindingSource”. You may need to change its “Dock” property in order to re‐position it.
In order to save editing results, we add a new button “Save” to the navigation bar. Then, double click
on the “Save” button just created, and add the following code:
productTypeTableAdapter.Update(mcDonaldDataSet);
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C. Show products of a specified category


Click on “tabPage2” , change its “text” to be “ProductList”. Then add a “ComboBox” control and a
“DataGridView” control on to the form. Do not choose Data Source for data grid view just yet.



By clicking on the “small triangle” on the upper‐right corner of the ComboBox control, check “Use Data
Bound Item”, choose “ProductTypeBindingSource” as “Data Source”, “description” as “Display
Member”, and “ID” as “Value Member”.
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Choose “Top” for the property “Dock” to dock the control on the top of the form.



Then, we setup the data connection properties of the “Data Grid View”. Click on the small triangle on
the upper‐right of “Data Grid View”, choose “FK_ProductTypeProduct” under
ProductTypeBindingSource”. You will need relationships exist between tables in order for this to work.
Note it is necessary to choose “FK_ProductTypeProduct” under “ProductType” instead of choosing
“Product” under “Other Data Sources”. By doing so, Visual Studio knows these two data sources are
linked together. ProductType as the parent, and Product as the child.
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Then uncheck “Enable Adding”, “Enable Deleting”, “Enable Updating”.



Finally, choose “Fill” as the value of the property “Dock”.
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Now, when we run the application and switch to “ProductList”, we will be able to list products under a
selected category chosen by the ComboBox control.
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It is noted the ProductType column is not useful. Therefore, we can get rid of it by “Editing Column” of
the “Data Grid View” and remove the “ProductType”.



Note: This format is also known as “Master‐Detail” view of two related tables. In this case, the
ProductType table is the master, and the “Product” is the Detail.
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D. Search for a product


Now we add a third tab by right‐clicking on the second tab “ProductList” and choose “Add Tab”.
Change the “Text” to be “SearchProduct” for the third tab.



In this tab, we want to allow users to search for a product based on the input of “Product”. In the
“Solution Explorer”, double‐clicking on the “McDonaldDataSet.xsd” to open the dataset.
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Right click on the table “Product” and click on “Add  Query”. Click on “Next” for “use SQL statement”
and choose “SELECT which returns rows”.
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It should show up a dialog box with a default SQL select query. Append the query to include “WHERE
description LIKE @Product”. Now the entire SQL statement reads:
SELECT ID, typeID, servingSize, description FROM dbo.Product WHERE description LIKE @Product
The special mark “@” hints to Visual Studio that some variable called Product should be placed there.
Note you can also use “Query Builder” to help you construct the SQL statement, just like the one in SQL
server management studio.



Then we click on Next  Next  Finish to complete the wizard.
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You should note that there is an additional item called “FillBy, GetDataBy (@product)”.
Switch back to the form designer (by clicking on the “Form1.cs [Design]).
Before we continue, we want to create a new bindingSource for Product. Find “BindingSource” in the
Toolbox, and double click it to add a new BindinSource to your project. It will be automatically named
“bindinSource1”. Then, go to “DataSource” properties and change it to “mcDonaldDataSet”, “Data
Member” properties to be “Product”, and “Name” properties to be “ProductBindingSource”.
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Now, we want to introduce a new working pane called “Data Sources”, which can be turned on by
going to the Menu  Data  Show Data Sources.



From Data Sources pane, Drag‐and‐drop “Product” onto the form using “DataGridView”. You will be
asked to choose the DataBindingSource, use “ProductBindingSource” (that we newly created).
Otherwise, your search result will be affected by the category you choose in the 2nd tab.
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For the newly added DataGrid view, click on the upper‐right triangle. Note that the DataGridView has
already had a BindingSource bound to “ProductBindingSource”. Now, choose “Add Query” , and
change the query to “Existing query name” to “FillBy(product)”, and click “OK”.



Note a new toolstrip automatically appears because we changed to the query that requires a
parameter. You need to change to property “dock” of the toolstrip from “top” to “none”, move it
inside the tab area, and make it dock to top again.
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Adjust the DataGrid control to an appropriate size. Now run the application, you will be able to search
for a product by entering keywords like: %Tea%. Note the ‘%’ is necessary as we need wildcards to
match any character in SQL.



You may change the text of the FillBy button to Search instead.
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E. Show detailed nutrition fact for a given product




Recall that we have built a master‐detail for ProductType – Product. However, this one is different
because we do not have any “detail” table showing nutrition facts for a specific product. In this
example, we need to build a new “Table Adapter”.
In the data source pane, right‐click on the dataset and choose “Edit DataSet with Designer”.



In an empty space, right click and choose “Add”  “TableAdapter”.
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Click “Next”  “Next”  and Enter the following SQL statement:
SELECT productID, value, description AS nutrition, unit
FROM Product_Nutrition, NutritionFact
WHERE nutritionID=ID



Click “Next”  “Next”  Finish. You should end up with a DataTable1, which is a TableAdapter you
just created. We rename it into “ProductDetail”.
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Also, for the new TableAdapter “ProductDetail”, we want it to have primary key defined, too. CTRL‐
Click on ProductID and nutrition, right click, and choose “Add Key”… Then we need to make a
relationship between Product and ProductDetail in order to build the Master‐Detail view as before. Do
make sure that the parent table is “Product”, and child table is “ProductDetail”.



Then, we close the data designer, add a new tab, name it as “NutritionFact”.
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In the “Data Sources”, choose “Product”, and choose “Details” for its type (by using the downward
triangle).
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Drag‐and‐drop the Product data source onto your form. You will be asked to choose the binding
source to use. We choose ProductBindingSource that we just configured. You may also use
fkProductProductTypeBindingSource. However, it will interact with the ProductType ComboBox in the
2nd tab.



Position the details in appropriate location.
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Also, add a BindingNavigator onto the form in order to be able to navigate through different products.
Also change the navigator’s “BindingSource” property to “ProductBindingSource”.



Now expand the “Product” in the Data Source tree, find “ProductDetail”, expand it to reveal its fields.
Drag‐and‐drop “Nutrition” field onto the form as “ListBox”. Again, choose “ProductBindingSource” as
its bindingSource.
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Customize the newly created ListBox. Choose “Use Data Bound Items”, use
“productDataTable1BindingSource” as its data source, and use “Nutrition” for both its Display Member
& Value Member.



We do similar things to the field “Value” & “Unit”.



We can further move things around to make it look nice to you. Now the application can lookup
nutrition facts about a product.
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F. Add a new product




For adding products, it may be necessary to 1) add a new category, 2) add the product, and 3) add
nutrition facts about the product. In this example, we will assume that categories are maintained by
our first tab. Therefore, we focus on the second and the third task.
We need an INSERT query in order to add new data into the Product table. Using data designer, we
add a new query to Product data table, choose “INSERT” as Query Type. Note it automatically gives
you the appropriate SQL statement in MS‐SQL:
INSERT INTO [dbo].[Product] ([typeID], [servingSize], [description])
VALUES (@typeID, @servingSize, @description);
SELECT ID, typeID, servingSize, description
FROM Product WHERE (ID = SCOPE_IDENTITY())
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Click on NextNextFinish to finish adding a new query to Product data table.
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Now we are ready to build the GUI for add a new product. Add a new tab, name it “AddNewProduct”,
drag‐and‐drop two TextBox and two Label controls onto the form, and customize them property.
These two TextBox controls are used to enter information on ServingSize & description.



For the product type, we use a “ComboBox” control to allow users to select from existing product type.
We customize its data binding properties to use “ProductTypeBindingSource”, use “ProductType” as
“Display Member”, and use “ID” as its “Value Member” (Because when we do SQL insert, we need its
value instead of instead product type in text.).
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Finally, we add a “Button” to allow users save the data into the database. Drag‐and‐drop a “Button”
on the form and change its Text to be “Save Data”. Before we move forward, we need to take notes on
the names of controls on this form. We have three data entry controls on this form: textBox1,
textBox2, and comboBox2 for serving size, product description, and product type, respectively. You
can find these names by clicking on the control and look at its properties.
Finally, double click on the “Button” control with “Save Data” text on it. You will get into a coding
window. Enter the following code segment:
Assuming: textBox1, textBox2, comboBox2
productTableAdapter.InsertQuery(
int.Parse(comboBox2. SelectedValue.ToString()),
textBox1.Text,
textBox2.Text
);
productTableAdapter.Fill(mcDonaldDataSet.Product);
fKProductProductType1BindingSource.ResetBindings(false);
productBindingSource.ResetBindings(false);
MessageBox.Show("Data successfully added.");



If your application has more than one TableAdapter that is associated with “product” database table,
you need to invoke the Fill method for each TableAdapter associated with that table. Further, you
need to call ResetBindings on each BindingSource refereeing to these TableAdapters in order to show
the new data in your application!
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F2. Add new nutrition facts




We add yet another tab for add nutrition facts for a product. Name the new tab as “Add nutritions”.
To serve user better, we are going to put a TextBox showing the last Product ID inserted. Therefore, we
add another TableAdapter named LastProductID with the following SQL:
SELECT IDENT_CURRENT('Product') AS ID;
Note: IDENT_CURRENT() is a function in MS‐SQL, and may not be available on other DBMS products.
Find the “LastProductID” data source from the “Data Sources” pane, change its type to be “TextBox”
and drag‐and‐drop it on the tab area. We also change its label to “Last ID:” to emphasize the last
product ID inserted.
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Then, we use the same procedure as showing nutrition facts for products. We use the Data Source
“Product”. Expand it in the Data Source pane, choose “TextBox” for ID, “TextBox” for Product,
“TextBox” for ServingSize, “TextBox” for ProductType. Then choose “Details” for Product, and then
drag‐and‐drop Product onto form, and choose “ProductBindingSource” when asked “Multiple
BindingSources”.



Add a bindingNavigator onto the form and dock it to the top of the tab, and make its bindingSource to
be productBindingSource. So that users can navigate between different products to edit its nutrition
facts. Also, add GridView of “Product_Nutrition” onto the form, remove “ID” field from the DataGrid,
and only allow it to show nutrition and value. This is just to show nutrition facts that are already there.
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In Data Source pane, find NutritionFact, expand it, use “ComboBox” for description, and then drag‐and‐
drop it onto the form. Customize its properties to have BindingSource as “NutritionFactBindingSource”,
display description, and have value “ID”.



Add a label “Value:” , a button “Add nutrition fact”, and a TextBox onto the form.
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Also, we want to display the unit for the select nutrition fact. So, in the Data Sources pane, find “unit”,
change its type to “Label”, and then drag‐and‐drop it onto the form.



In dataset designer, find Product_Nutrition TableAdapter, do “Add Query”, create a “INSERT” query,
accept the default SQL INSERT query, and click “Finish”.
Go back to the form designer. Find the controls for select product ID, Nutrition, and Value (assuming:
iDTextBox2, descriptionComboBox, textBox3). Double click on “Add nutrition fact” button and enter
the following code:





product_NutritionTableAdapter.InsertQuery(
int.Parse(iDTextBox2.Text),
int.Parse(descriptionComboBox.SelectedValue.ToString()),
double.Parse(textBox3.Text)
);
product_NutritionTableAdapter.Fill(mcDonaldDataSet.Product_Nutrition);
product_NutritionBindingSource.ResetBindings(false);
MessageBox.Show("Nutrition fact successfully added.");
Now we are able to add nutrition facts for products.
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G. Delete a product







Deleting a product is essentially a two‐step process. We first must delete nutrition facts associated
with the product to be deleted, and then we can delete the product. If we delete the product without
removing the associated nutrition facts in the Product_Nutrition table, it will violate business rules that
we created (the relationships between tables). We can achieve this two‐step process in two ways:
CASCADING update/delete or SQL statements.
For cascading update/delete, all one has to do is to specify the “Delete Rule” during setting up the
relationship between tables in SQL server management studio.

By specifying “Cascade” as its Delete Rule, when a product is deleted from the Product Table, its
associated records in the Product_Nutrition table will also be deleted. Other possibilities for the
Delete Rule are: “No Action”*, “Set Null”, and “Set Default”.
In this tutorial, we will use the other method: using customized SQL statement. (So you don’t need to
setup the cascading updating).
As I am getting lazy, we will simply use the last tab and add a “Delete Product” button on the form. By
clicking that button, we want to perform delete queries on 1) Product_Nutrition table, and 2) Product
table. Therefore, for each of the table mentioned, in DataSet designer, and add delete queries:
DELETE FROM Product_Nutrition WHERE productID = @productID
DELETE FROM Product WHERE ID=@productID
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Then, for the added “Delete Product” button, program its event handler:
int id = int.Parse(iDTextBox2.Text);
product_NutritionTableAdapter.DeleteQuery(id);
productTableAdapter.DeleteQuery(id);

product_NutritionTableAdapter.Fill(mcDonaldDataSet.Product_Nutrition);
productTableAdapter.Fill(mcDonaldDataSet.Product);
product_NutritionBindingSource.ResetBindings(false);
productBindingSource.ResetBindings(false);
MessageBox.Show("Product " + id + " deleted!");
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H. Add Menu Items


To add a menu bar, we first undock the tab control in our main form, and shrink it a bit to make space
for the menu bar.



Click on the form, and then add a MenuStrip from the toolbox under menus & toolbars. By default, the
MenuStrip will be docked to the top.
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Now we start making our menu. In “Type Here”, type “Products”



Under Products, add three menu items: “Categorized List”, “Search”, and “Add”.



Now if you run the program, you will see we have a menu strip on top. But these menu items will not
do anything because we have not added their event handlers.
Back to the form designe; double‐click on each of the menu item you entered to write code for its
handler. The event handler contains code such as the following (the 4 determines which tab is
selected):
tabControl1.SelectedIndex=4;
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I. Modify a product


Although we can use grid view to modify data. It is sometimes better to use textboxes to enter long
data. Data grid view isn’t suitable for entering long data. We add a new tab named “Modify product”.
In the Data Sources pane, change “Product” into Detail, and then drag‐and‐drop onto this form. We
choose “ProductBindingSource” for this control.



Similarly, we add a bindingNavigator and make its bindingSource to be “ProductBindingSource”. Note
that the navigator has, by default, an add button and a delete button. These buttons can add/delete
data in the DataSet, but changes are not committed back to the DBMS. To commit these changes back
to database, please refer to the last step in “B. CRUD on product categories”. In this tab, we want to
remove these buttons so the navigation bar can only be used to change to different records.
Furthermore, we change the property “Enabled” to False for the ID TextBox so that users cannot
modify the productID.
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We then add a button “Save Data” to the form so that after user modified data, the data can be saved
back to the database.



In DataSet Designer, we add an Update Query to Product. In this example, we will use our own SQL
statement instead of the generated statement. Our custom SQL statements are as the following:
UPDATE Product SET [typeID]=@typeID, [servingSize]=@servingSize,
[description]=@description WHERE [ID] = @ID;
SELECT ID, typeID, servingSize, description FROM Product WHERE (ID =
@ID)
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By looking at the generalized method, we need the following parameters: @typeID, @servingSize,
@description, and @Original_ID. These parameters can be obtained from: typeIDTextBox2,
servingSizeTextBox2, descriptionTextBox2, and iDTextBox3. Double click on the button and enter the following
code for the event handler:

productTableAdapter.UpdateQuery(
int.Parse(typeIDTextBox2.Text),
servingSizeTextBox2.Text,
descriptionTextBox2.Text,
int.Parse(iDTextBox3.Text));
productTableAdapter.Fill(mcDonaldDataSet.Product);
productBindingSource.ResetBindings(false);
MessageBox.Show("Data Updated!");

J. Bug/Feature Fixes


There is an issue that the search results or product list in fact interacts with each other. This is because
we used only one dataset in this application. It can be quickly fixed by adding an event handler to
tabControl’s selected event (tabControl1_Selected) with a single line of code:
productTableAdapter.Fill(mcDonaldDataSet.Product);
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